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Disorders
What is the term for motion sickness aboard a
watercraft?

1

seasickness
Insects

Name the body region of an insect that is farthest from
its mouth.

2

abdomen
Nation Names

What African country got its name from the former
kingdom of Buganda?

3

Uganda
Patriotic Songs

What are the last four words in this chorus that also
happen to be the title of the song?
  It's freedom forever, Hurrah boys, Hurrah!
  Down with the shackle and up with the star!
  While we rally round the flag, boys,
  We'll rally once again,
  Shouting ....

4

the battle cry of freedom
Exhortations

What command given by William Prescott at the
Battle of Bunker Hill means to act only when you have
some chance of success?

5

Don't fire until you see the whites of their eyes.

Disorders
Nellie got up quickly from the couch and now she has
feels unsteady, light-headed, weak, and faint, all of
which characterize what sensation?

6

dizziness
The Constitution

This excerpt from the U.S. Constitution is about a
person holding what office?
  He may convene and adjourn Congress.
  He shall receive ambassadors, execute
  laws, and commission officers.

7

president
Senators

How many U.S. senators represent states bordering
the Pacific Ocean?

8

10
Moving Air

What device used by blacksmiths consists of a flexible
air chamber and nozzle designed so that when the
chamber is compressed, a high-speed stream of air is
forced out?

9

bellows
Allusions

An announcement of some coming calamity or
imminent doom is called handwriting on what?

10

the wall
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Biotic Communities
What biome is a form of grassland occupying
one-tenth of the Earth's land surface and forming a
continuous belt across northern North America,
Europe, and Asia?

1

tundra
Sound

When a sound wave hits a material, some of it may be
absorbed and transmitted through the material.  What
happens to the rest?

2

It is reflected.
Literary Elements

What literary element is the tension or excitement felt
by readers as they become involved in a story and
eager to know the outcome of a conflict?

3

suspense
Fantasy Talk

Reminiscent of a region in the Pacific Ocean, name the
parrot that taught Dr. Dolittle to speak to various kinds
of animals.

4

Polynesia
Pericles

Complete this passage by Pericles.
  Our polity is a pattern for others.  Because
  not the few but the many govern, it is called ...

5

democracy

Forests
There are three major forest biomes including
coniferous, deciduous, and what other?

6

tropical
Ping Pong Science

What does a ping pong ball do when it is hit
horizontally with considerable topspin?

7

curves downward (drops)
Colonies

Name the colony that was situated around the modern
cities of Boston and Salem.

8

Massachusetts Bay Colony
Republics

Name the independent republic formed under the
presidency of Jefferson Davis in 1861.

9

Confederacy (Confederate States of America)
Australian Wildlife

What Australian marsupial looks very much like a
kangaroo but is generally much smaller?

10

wallaby
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Consumer Math
The Auk Emporium reduced the price of a stately
brass Great Auk statue by 15%.  What was the
original price if the sale price is $1275?

1

$1500
Hab a Kode?

When you have a cold, your nose gets stuffy and
plugged up with mucus.  Name this condition.

2

congestion
Distance Measurements

There are 3,168,000 inches in how many miles?
3

50
South American History

In 1529, the Spanish queen named what conquistador
as governor and captain of all conquests in New
Castile, a region now known as Peru?

4

Francisco Pizarro
Mnemonics

If "Richard" stands for red and "of" stands for orange,
for what does the last word in this mnemonic stand?
  Richard of York gave battle in vain.

5

violet

Mountain Men
When he was just 21 years old, Jim Bridger set out to
determine the course of the Bear River.  He traveled
downstream until he came to a large body of water that
tasted salty.  Although he believed he had come to the
Pacific Ocean, in fact he had discovered what lake?

6

Great Salt Lake
Number Problems

What number increased by 1/8th of itself is 54?
7

48
Settings

An island in which ocean is the setting for "Lord of
the Flies"?

8

Pacific
Angle Measures

Convert 1107 minutes into degrees and minutes.
9

18 degrees 27 minutes
Solids

What shape has the smallest possible surface area for
the volume enclosed?

10

sphere
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Wire Divisions
You have a piece of wire three units in length.  If you
divide it into nine equal parts, what fraction of a unit
equals the length of two parts?

1

2/3
Vision Problems

A usually temporary loss of vision sometimes caused
by sunburning of the cornea is known to mountain
climbers and skiers as what kind of blindness?

2

snow blindness
Angles

How many minutes are in three degrees?
3

180
Scientific Homonyms

What term may indicate either an ionized gas that is
the fourth state of matter or the yellowish fluid in
which blood cells are suspended?

4

plasma
LCMs

What is the least common multiple of 2, 3, and 4?
5

12

Trees
In conifers, male cones release what powderlike
substance that is carried by the wind to female cones?

6

pollen
Economic Etymology

What word indicating exclusive control is derived
from Greek terms meaning "one" and "to sell"?

7

monopoly
Nearly Incomprehensible Distances

The Sun is .000016 light years from Earth while the
next nearest star, Proxima Centauri, is 4.3 light years
away.  To the nearest 10,000, how many times farther
away from Earth is Proxima Centauri than the Sun?

8

270,000
Royal Roads

Part of El Camino Real ran from Mexico City to what
community on the eastern coast of Florida that is
generally recognized as the oldest continuously
occupied European settlement in the continental
United States?

9

St. Augustine
Borrowed Words

These words came into English from what European
language?
  imbroglio, belladonna, minestrone, salvo, Mafia

10

Italian
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Contradictory Proverbs
What proverb about those who prepare meals has a
meaning opposite this one?
  Many hands make light work.

1

Too many cooks spoil the broth.
Magnets

You cut off the last inch on the south pole end of a bar
magnet.  How many poles will that small piece of the
magnet have?

2

2
Coming of Age Stories

What story by Jean Craighead George is about an
Alaska native girl who lives with and is cared for by a
pack of wolves?

3

Julie of the Wolves
Gears

What is the gear ratio if the diameter of driven gear is
five times that of the driver gear?

4

5 to 1
Partial People

According to the original U.S. Constitution, what
fraction of a slave did not count as a person?

5

2/5

National Treasures
What national park is within one hundred miles of the
city of Juneau?

6

Glacier Bay
Metals

What metal comprises about 5.6% of the Earth's crust
and almost all of the Earth's core?

7

iron
Cataracts

A cataract occurs when the normally clear lens in an
eye becomes cloudy.  The clouding impairs vision by
preventing the lens from clearly focusing light on what
part of the eye?

8

retina
Lofty Places

Part of what mountain range occupies most of western
Colombia?

9

Andes
Symbolic Math

What is the total value of x dimes and 22 nickels?
10

10x + $1.10
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Probability
What is the probability of landing on and even number
after spinning a spinner above 7 equal sectors
numbered 1 through 7?

1

3/7 (or 3 in 7)
Gestation

A child conceived on the summer solstice will
probably be born in what month?

2

March
Military Time

What time is it if your drill instructor says it's 2330
hours?

3

11:30 p.m.
Buffalo

What kind of buffalo that is found throughout south
and east Asia is vital to the existence of more human
beings than any other domesticated animal?

4

water buffalo
Gases

What can be applied to a gas to cause it to expand and
move upward?

5

heat

Midwestern Sagas
What is the first book in the saga of the Witting
family?
  Skylark
  Caleb's Story
  More Perfect Than the Moon
  Grandfather's Dance.

6

Sarah Plain and Tall
Symbols

A symbol that still endures for one of America's main
political parties, what strong-willed animal did Andrew
Jackson decide was an appropriate image for his
presidential campaign?

7

donkey (jackass)
Scientific Processes

What is the term for the process by which water is
passed through coffee grounds to pick up the soluble
constituents that give brewed coffee its taste, color, and
aroma?

8

percolation
Inequalities

If 41 - x is greater than 31, then what is the largest
value the whole number x may have?

9

9
Lines

What is the name for a line segment connecting two
non-adjacent vertices in a polygon?

10

diagonal
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Graphic Arts
These are examples of what?
  Arial 12 point bold
  Times New Roman 10 point italic

1

fonts
National Parks

In what national park is there an abundance of Joshua
trees?

2

Joshua Tree National Park
Historical Periods

Much of what we know today of painting and
sculpture, of architecture and political science, of
scientific method and economic theory, we owe to the
artists, politicians, statesmen, bankers, and merchants
of what period between 1300 and 1600?

3

Renaissance
Figurative Language

What figure of speech is used repeatedly in this
poem?
  I am a streak of metallic blue mixed in with
  shiny silver. / I am a brave dog helping others
  and scavenging for food. / I am a diminutive
  rain shower brewing up a great storm. / I am
  a blue leather arm chair comforting all who
  take a seat.

4

metaphor
Railroads

What passengers were carried by the Underground
Railroad?

5

slaves escaping to the North

Lunar Phases
What lunar phase is the opposite of a full moon?
6

new moon
Square Root

The two square roots of 25/36 are 5/6 or what else?
7

-5/6
Drawings

You have just drawn a human form consisting only of
lines and a circle for the head.  What is the name for
such a representation?

8

stick figure
Combustion

Combustion is the combination of a substance with
oxygen accompanied by the production of heat and
what else?

9

light
Disasters

What major U.S. city was adversely affected by plate
tectonics in 1989 and 1906?

10

San Francisco
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Age Problems
Loretta is four times as old as Louie.  If the sum of
their ages is 40, how old is Louie?

1

8
Substances

What adjective describes a substance that will not
dissolve in a solvent?

2

insoluble
Pirate Puns

What synonym for pirate completes this joke?
  In between voyages, a pirate sold corn.
  When asked how much it cost, he said a ...

3

buccaneer
U.S. Extremes

The westernmost point and the westernmost town of
the contiguous 48 U.S. states are located in which
state?

4

Washington
Teeth

What is another name for deciduous teeth?
5

baby teeth

Areas
What is the length of one side of a square with an area
of 169 square centimeters?

6

13 centimeters
Anchovy Sales

If the Auk Anchovy Emporium sells anchovies for 20
cents per ounce, what is the cost of 25 pounds of
anchovies?

7

$80
Force

What is the weight of a 16-pound shot put under a
force of 3 g's?

8

48 pounds
Gears

If you have two equal-sized gears, A and B, being
driven by two meshed gears between them, what is the
direction of rotation of gear B in comparison to that of
gear A?

9

It is opposite.
Rolling, Rolling, Rolling

If you roll a bowling ball along a perfectly flat surface,
it will eventually come to a stop because of what force?

10

friction
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Root Words
What is the meaning of the root word in these terms?
  aquamarine
  maritime
  submarine
  mariner

1

sea (ocean)
Graphing

The fixed lines on a graph which carry the scales
against which the coordinates are plotted are called
what?

2

axes
Body Systems

Which two body systems begin with "r"?
3

respiratory, reproductive
The Brain

The human brain consists of about 60% white matter
and 40% of what other kind of matter?

4

gray matter
Navigation

What early navigational instruments required the use
of lodestones?

5

compasses

Crime
What three-letter term is a synonym for organized
crime?

6

mob
Heliocentrism

Although the idea that Earth revolves around the Sun
had been proposed by Aristarchus of Samos in the
third century B.C., it was not until the 16th century
that what Polish astronomer developed a
mathematically predictive model supporting that
notion?

7

Copernicus
Chemical Compounds

What highly reactive elemental metal combines with
the poisonous gas, chlorine, to make the salt you put
on your eggs in the morning?

8

sodium
Australian History

The discovery of what caused Ararat, Ballarat,
Bathurst, Kalgoorlie, and Castlemaine in Australia to
become 19th-century boom towns?

9

gold
Science Fiction

What story includes three mysterious characters called
Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who, and Mrs. Which?

10

A Wrinkle in Time
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Lincoln
In a public announcement in 1863, what term did
Abraham Lincoln use that means to free from
bondage, oppression, or restraint?

1

emancipation
Quadrilaterals

A parallelogram with a height of 8 inches has an area
of 112 square inches.  What is the length of its base?

2

14 inches
Dice Probability

What is the probability of rolling a 3 with a single die?
3

1/6 (or 1 in 6)
Historic Poetry

The name of what Greek is missing in this stanza?
  This famous old genius once had
  An idea that made him shout "Eureka."
  He jumped out of his bath, and ran
    down the path,
  Then ran about naked like a streaker.

4

Archimedes
Consecutive Integers

The product of what two consecutive negative odd
integers is 35?

5

-5, -7

Percents
25% of what number is 74?
6

296
Writing Errors

What writing error is illustrated by this phrase?
  in actual fact

7

redundancy
Storms

What is the colloquial term for a tornado?
8

twister (cyclone)
Ecological Lines

What is another name for timberline?
9

tree line
Dystopian Novels

What book by James Dashner features a protagonist
named Thomas, a place called the Glade, mechanical
creatures called Grievers, bugs called Beetle Blades,
explorers called Runners, and an intricate labyrinth?

10

The Maze Runner


